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1. Where solicitation did not advise offerors that 
financial condition would be considered in the evaluation of 
proposals, small business concern's financial condition 
related solely to its responsibility: accordingly, agency's 
rejection of its proposal on the basis of inadequate 
financial capacity but under the guise of a comparative, 
“best value” evaluation effectively constituted a finding of 
nonresponsibility which the agency was required to refer to 
the Small Business Administration. 

2. Where solicitation provided for evaluation of "any other 
costs to the government attributable to the offeror's 
proposal," agency was required to take into account in its 
evaluation of price the relative cost to the government of 
providing fuel for contractor-furnished aircraft. 

DECISIOLQ 

Flight International Group, Inc. protests the Department of 
the Navy's award of a contract to Sabreliner Corporation, 
under request for proposals (RFP) No. N00019-88-R-0137, for 
flight training services in support of the Undergraduate 
Naval Flight Officer (UNFO) Training Program. Flight 
International challenges the evaluation of its proposal and 
contends that Sabreliner failed to comply with certain 
mandatory solicitation requirements. 



We sustain the protest. 

The solicitation requestea proposals for a firm, fixed-price 
contract to proviae flight training services for naval 
flight officers for S base years ana up to 3 option years; 
the services to be provide0 incluae contractor-furnished 
pilots flying contractor-ownea aircraft (moaifiea business 
lets), the use of radar training devices, maintenance and 
support, ana instructor training. The RFP requirea offerors 
to furnish sufficient information to verify the performance 
ana technical characteristics of the propose0 aircraft, 
incluaing: (1) structural aesign criteria ana a plan for 
substantiation of the structural integrity of the aircraft; 
(2) aircraft fatigue criteria, a summary of fatigue test 
results ana a fatigue analysis; (3) a strength summary and 
report on operating restrictions; ana (4) a "structural 
fliyht aelnonstration plan including the performance of 
mission profiles," as set forth in the Functional Descrip 
tion incorporatea in the solicitation. The solicitation 
proviaed for award to the offeror whose proposal offered the 
"best value" to the government, as aetermined on the basis 
of three evaluation factors; two of the factors were 
technical approach and price, which were of equal weight ana 
significantly more important than management, the thira 
factor. 

Three proposals were received in response to the solicita- 
tion ana all were incluaea in the competitive range. After 
written ana oral aiscussions with offerors, the agency 
requestea best and final offers (BAFOs). 

Basea upon evaluation of BAFOs, the Navy's Source Selection 
Aavisory Council (SSAC) determined that Sabreliner's 
proposal offerea the overall best value to the government. 
Sabreliner proposed to purchase for performance of the 
Contract usea Sabreliner 40 ana 40A aircraft manufacture0 
between 1963 and 1974. The SSAC found that this approach 
offerea "meaium risk" ana necessitate0 "special contractor 
emphasis and close yovernment monitoring" because of 
possible difficulty in accounting for the past ana remaining 
fatigue life of used aircraft, ana because of the agency's 
concern with respect to demonstration of the structural 
strength of the Sabreliner 40 ana 40A aircraft ana their 
ability to meet the specification requirement for maneuver- 
ing capability. Notwithstanding its concern in these areas, 
however, the SSAC aaopted the Source Selection Evaluation 
Board's (SSEB) conclusion that Sabreliner's proposed 
aircraft met or exceeaea all flying qualities ana perfor- 
mance requirements. In aaaition, the SSAC noted that Sabre- 
liner's evaluatea price ($241,584,400) was approximately 
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$10.5 million lower than Flight International's 
($252,040,900), the next lowest price, ana that Sabreliner's 
management proposal was rated highly satisfactory with low 
risk. 

The SSAC found Flight International's technical proposal to 
be highly satisfactory ana characterized by low risk. The 
SSAC aaoptea the SSEB's aetermination that the aircraft--new 
Lear M-35A business Jets --ana radar proposea by Flight 
International afforaea performance that "significantly 
exceeds" all performance ana enaurance requirements and that 
the proposea ground-based training system would proviae 
"very realistic training.W Nevertheless, the SSAC concluaea 
that Flight International's overall proposal was charac- 
terized by management risk arising from certain financial 
consiaerations ana that, as a result, awara to Flight 
International was not lustifiea. 

In this reyara, the initial preaward survey unaertaken by 
the cognizant Defense Contract Aaministration Services 
Management Area (DCASMA) after the submission of initial 
proposals found Flight International's financial capability 
satisfactory and recommenaea complete award. Accoraing to 
the contracting officer, however, she became aware (possibly 
prior to the December 27, 1989, request for BAFOs) of an 
October 2 newspaper report stating that Flight International 
haa withdrawn its financial statements for fiscal year 1989 
ana "was considering options to meet liquidity problems"; 
upon consultiny DCASMA, she was aavisea that its evaluation 
of Flight International remainea the same. Transcript 
(TR) at 42-43.l/ On January 12, the contracting officer 
requestea a secona preawara survey basea upon newspaper 
reports on December 12 that Flight International was engagea 
in aiscussions concerning the possible sale of the company, 
ana on December 22 that the firm haa failed to make aebt 
payments aue in December. Subsequently, in its January 22 
BAFO, Flight International referrea to "widespread aiscus- 
sions about [its] continuea viability"; nevertheless, it 
expressea confidence in its continuea ability to provide 
quality products ana services. 

l/ A conference on the written record was conductea to aid 
rn our consiaeration of this matter. References are to the 
transcript of that conference. 
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On February 16, however, DCASMA, basea on its resurvey, 
recommenaea to the contracting officer against award to 
Flight International. DCASMA notea that the firm's 
long-term debt haa been convertea to short-term debt upon 
its aefault under its loan agreements ana that, as a result, 
Flight International possessed current assets amounting to 
approximately 10 percent of its current liabilities and 
possessed none of the estimated $131 million in working 
capital require0 for contract performance. Until Flight 
International coula secure the aaditional financial backing 
for which it claimea to be neyotiatiny, DCASMA viewed its 
financial capability as unsatisfactory. 

Subsequently, as reflectea in the SSEB report ana in her 
presentation to the SSAC, the contracting officer maae a 
preliminary determination that Flight International was 
nonresponsible aue to lack of financial capability. In her 
presentation to the SSAC, the contracting officer notea not 
only the DCASMA recommendation against award, but also 
several chanyes made by Flight International in its BAFO. 
Specifically, Flight International aavised the government 
that while it was offering a fixea price to fly up to the 
19,000 hours annually specified in the solicitation, it haa 
based its cost ana pricing on the expectation that actual 
aemana woula amount to no more than 15,000 flight hours 
annually; any aaaitional hours woula be funded from reduced 
profit.2/ Further, Flight International incluaea in its 
estimatzd costs a "fee" factor of zero percent; it explainea 
that its proJected profit would be aerivea from the residual 
market value of the assets (e.g., aircraft) acquirea to 
perform the contract, assets whose acquisition cost woula be 
amortize0 over only 5 of the potential 8 contract years, and 
that any requirement for aaaitional funds to support the 
cost of performance could be met by extenaing the repayment 
schedule for the assets. 

In informing the SSAC of her findings, the contracting 
officer cautioned that since Flight International is a small 
business, the agency woula be requirea to refer a nonrespon- 
sibility determination to the Small Business Administration 
(SBA) for final consideration under its certificate of 
competency (COC) proceaures. Accoraing to a memorandum 
preparea by the chairman of the SSAC after the filing of 
Flight International's protest, the members of the SSAC were 
advised by counsel that consiaeration of Flight 

2J The Navy has recently advised our Office that its 
requirement has been reduced from 19,000 flight hours 
annually to 15,000 hours, and that Sabreliner's contract 
will be moaifiea accoraingly. 
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International‘s responsibility would be inappropriate; they 
therefore subsequently agreed not to consiaer the question 
of responsibility in their aeliberations, and insteaa 
reexamined the conclusion of the SSEB management team that 
Flight International's propose0 management was 'High1 
Satisfactory with low risk." As documented in the SS~C1s 
contemporaneous evaluation: 

"The SSEB inaicatea that their rating focuses 
on the team specifically assignea to the UNFO 
program. The SSAC expressea concern regaraing 
where the program-specific management team for 
UNFO enas ana where the corporate-level 
management begins. In particular, the SSAC 
noted that while [Flight International's] 
price was about $10.5 million more than the 
lowest offer, [Flight International] haa 
statea that the price was basea on only 15,000 
fliyht hours per year, insteaa of the 19,000 
hours called out in section B of the RFP, and 
that, furthermore, [Flight International] 
proposed no fee to perform this contract. The 
SSAC felt that [Flight International] was 
putting itself at considerable financial risk, 
ana by extension, the UNFO program. The 
higher price, in combination with the 
management risk, aid not yustify an award to 
[Flight International], despite the technical 
merit of their offer." (Emphasis aaaed.) 

The thira proposal, submitted by Cessna Aircraft Company, 
was founa "unsatisfactoryR because of exceptions taken to 
the technical requirements. In aaaition, Cessna's price 
($306,134,700) was more than $64 million higher than 
Sabreliner's. Concurriny with the SSAC's recommenaation, 
the SSA thereupon selectea Sabreliner for award. upon 
learning of the subsequent awara, Flight International filed 
this protest with our Office. 

Flight International maintains that the Navy improperly 
considered its responsibility under the guise of conaucting 
a comparative evaluation so as to avoid the necessity for 
referriny the question of Flight International's respon- 
sibility to the SBA for consideration under its COC 
procedures. Accoraing to Fliyht International, the SSA was 
concerned that award to Flight International would result in 
unacceptable delay. Flight International notes that its 
management proposal was evaluated by the SSEB as highly 
satisfactory with low risk ana was only questioned after the 
contracting officer, having aavised the SSAC of her 
intention of finding Flight International nonresponsible for 
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lack of financial capability, cautioned that a nonrespon- 
sibility determination would necessitate referral to the 
SBA. In this regara, Flight International points out that 
the SSA has stated that the cognizant Navy training 
authority haa identified this procurement as "key to 
accomplishing his mission," ana that the "training mission 
will tolerate few aelays in the availability of equipment 
ana services." According to the SSA: 

"We were getting hounaea by the [training 
authority] that he neeaed the services. He was 
very, very upset, We were alreaay running behina 
schedule. 

ItI sure dian't relish the iaea of having anything 
aisrupt the contract so that we coula yet on with 
the services." 

TR at 71-72. Flight International further questions why, if 
the SSAC in fact had decided not to consiaer Flight 
International's responsibility, the SSA nevertheless was 
aavisea that Flight International preliminarily haa been 
aeterminea to be nonresponsible on the basis of lack of 
financial capability and that as a small business, it would 
be entitled to apply to the SBA for a COC. TR at 60-61, 63. 

The Navy denies that the evaluation under the management 
factor was based upon Flight International's financial 
condition. The agency argues that instead, the aetermina- 
tion of management risk resultea from its concerns: (1) 
that Flight International's attempts to aaaress its 
financial problems woula leaa to a change in ownership ana a 
consequent change in management; ana (2) that the firm's 
decision to forego a fee ana base its price on only 15,000 
flight hours annually could place it in a loss situation and 
thereby diminish its incentive to perform properly. In this 
regard, the SSA has stated that, although he was advisea of 
the preliminary nonresponsibility determination, he "wipea 
it out of the record, from my mina"; according to the SSA, 
he was concerned not with the adequacy of Flight Interna- 
tional's financial resources, but instead with whether a 
contractor losing money on a contract would seek to minimize 
its losses by offering aegraaed service. TR at 52, 54, 61. 

It is clear, however, that the Navy's concern extenaed 
beyona simply the risk of poor performance should Fliyht 
International be* forcea to furnish aaaitional flight hours; 
the Navy was concerned with whether the firm could finance 
the adaitional contract effort. Although the SSA has aeniea 
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that he considered Flight Internationalls financial 
capacity, the contemporaneous documentation of the evalua- 
tion indicates that Flight International's financial 
position in fact was considerea in the evaluation with which 
he concurrea. TR at 52; see Lucas Place, Ltd., 
B-238008.2, Apr. 18, 1990,0-l CPD 1 398. 

B-238008; 
The SSAC's 

recomlnenaation noted not only Flight International's 
reliance upon flying fewer hours than specifies, but also 
its proposal of no fee. TR at 47. Since Flight Interna- 
tional's BAFO clearly inaicated that it expected to earn a 
specified substantial level of profit from the post-contract 
sale of the assets acquired for performance, the agency's 
concern with the firin's failure to propose an annual fee or 
profit factor in its cost estimate coula only amount to a 
concern with how the firm woula finance any aaaitional costs 
of performance during the course of the contract. In this 
regara, we note that the SSAC aeterminea that Flight 
International haa placed both itself and the training 
proyram "at considerable financial risk" (emphasis added) by 
relying on flying fewer hours than specified and proposing 
no fee. This lanyuaye likewise suggests a concern with 
Flight International's financial conaition. 

This conclusion is further corroborated by the statement of 
agency officials that their concern arose from the fact that 
Flight International's profit appeared to be predicate0 upon 
the sale of assets at the end of the contract, ana that 
therefore it was unclear how the firm could use the profits 
to finance ongoing performance; specifically, it was unclear 
"how easy or difficult it Would be for Flight to restructure 
those payments [on the assets], so we thought that was 
risky." TR at 197-198, 200, 204-206. In other woras, 
accoraing to the chairman of the SSEB, the issue raised was 
one of "resay cash"; it was "not obvious how prepayment of a 
loan is going to help a cash flow problem." TR at 205. 

Contracting agencies are requirea by statute to include in 
solicitations all significant evaluation factors and their 
relative importance. 10 U.S.C. S 2305(a)(2)(A) (1988). 
Federal Acquisition Reyulation S 15.605(e) also requires 
that solicitations aisclose "any signif icant subfactors" to 
be considered in the award decision, and inform offerors of 
the "minimum requirements that apply to particular evalua- 
tion factors and significant subfactors." However, a 
contracting agency need not specifically iaentify the 
subfactors comprising the evaluation criteria if the 
subfactors are reasonably relatea to the stated criteria, 
Washington Occupational Health Assocs., Inc., B-222466, . 
June 19, 1986, 86-l CPD II 567, and the correlation is 
sufficient to put offerors on notice of the adaitional 
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criteria to be applied. Kaiser Elecs., 68 Camp. Gen. 48 
(1988), 88-2 CPD 1 448; Hoffman Management, Inc., B-238752, 
July 6, 1990, 90-2 CPD ll . 

In this case the solicitation providea for a comparative 
evaluation under the management factor of "the extent to 
which the offeror's proposal shows the ability to manaye the 
program requirea oy the solicitation." The subfactors were 
identified as the '*ability to meet the published schedule 
requirements of the Government at an acceptable level of 
risk" and '*performance potential ana management dedication," 
which was descriDea as including an assessment of manayement 
organization, key personnel, management controls, ana 
aemonstratea past performance. The solicitation aia not 
specifically aavise offerors that financial condition woula 
be consiaered in the evaluation of proposals. 

Traaitionally, when management is identified as an RFP 
evaluation criterion, agencies evaluate such factors as: 
management philosophy, methoaoloyy ana technique, see, e.g., 
De La Rue Giori, SA, B-225447, Mar. 19, 1987, 87-1-D 
n 310; management structure ana organization, see, e.g., 
ESCO, Inc., 66 Comp. Gen. 404 (1987), 87-l CPD1450; chain 
of commana and lines of communication, see, e.g., DRT 
Assocs., Inc., B-237070, Jan. 11, 199O,T-1 CPD 147; 
Tracer Marine, Inc., B-226995, July 27, 1987, 87-2 CPD ff 92, 
planning and reporting, see, e.g., The Associate0 Corp., 
B-225562, Apr. 24, 1987,87-l CPD li 436; experience of 
propose0 management personnel, see, e.g., Institute of 
Modern Proceaures, Inc., B-236964, Jan. 23, 1990, 90-l CPD 
ll 93; ana demonstratea ability of management to perform. 
See, e.g., Pacific Architects and Eng'rs Inc., B-236432, 
Nov. 22, 1989, 89-2 CPD H 494. Thus, a solicitation notice 
that management will be an evaluation factor aoes not itself 
place offerors on notice that an offeror's financial 
condition will be included in the evaluation of proposals. 

Although we have expressea concern over the use of financial 
conaition as an evaluation factor, see Anaover Data Sys., 
Inc., B-209243, Mar. 2, 1983, 83-l CPD ll 465, in special 
circumstances financial conaition may be usea to assess the 
relative merits of inaividual PrOpOSalS. See E.H. White & 
co., B-227122.3; B-227122.4, July 31, 1988x8-2 CPD 7 41. 
Here, however, the solicitation aia not explicitly establish 
financial condition as an evaluation criterion or subfactor, 
and we do not believe it aia so implicitly. Cf. Delta Data- 
Sys. Corp. v. Webster, 744 F.2d 197 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

We think that offerors, reading the management evaluation 
criterion ana its reference to the "ability to meet the 
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published schedule requirements," would expect the evalua- 
tion to encompass the ability of an offeror to manage 
corporate resources so as to meet the required schedule, as 
demonstrated by management philosophy, methodology ana 
technique, management structure and organization, chain of 
command ana lines of communication, planning ana reporting, 
experience of proposea management personnel, ana demon- 
strated ability to perform. Not only did this RFP not 
establish financial conaition as an evaluation factor or 
subfactor, but the agency has not shown any special 
circumstances here that woula warrant consiaeration of 
financial condition in the evaluation of proposals. 
Accorainyly, the Navy coula not properly evaluate financial 
conaition under the RFP evaluation criteria. 

Since financial conaition coula not properly be consiaerea 
in the evaluation of proposals, it coula be consiaerea only 
in connection with an offeror's responsibility. Uniserv 
Inc.; Marine Transp. Lines, Inc., B-218196; B-218196.3, 
June 19, 1985, 85-l CPD (I 699. Under the Small Business 
Act, 15 U.S.C. s 637(b)(7) (1988), the SBA has conclusive 
authority to aetermine the responsibility of a small 
business concern. When a procuring agency finds that a 
small business is nonresponsible, the agency is required to 
refer the matter to the SBA for a final determination under 
the COC procedures. See Sanfora ana Sons Co., B-231607, 
Sept. 20, 1988, 88-2 CPD ll 266. An agency may not find that 
a small business is nonresponsible unaer the guise of a 
relative assessment of responsibility factors ana thereby 
avoia referring the matter to the SBA. Id. - 

Based on our finding that the Navy relied upon concerns with 
respect to Flight International's ability to finance 
contract performance to exclude the firm from consiaeration, 
we must conclude that the Navy effectively made a aetermina- 
tion of nonresponsibility which the agency was required to 
refer to the SBA. 

Furthermore, we fina that the evaluation of proposals was 
otherwise flawed. Flight International contends that the 
Navy failed to properly consiaer the superior fuel effi- 
ciency of its proposed Lear jets relative to that of the 
Sabreliner aircraft. The solicitation proviaea that in 
evaluating price, "any other costs to the Government 
attributable to the offeror's proposal will be includea in 
the total price to the Government." Under the intendea 
contract, the ayency ana not the contractor woula be 
responsible for the cost of fuel. The Navy reports that it 
did not plan to evaluate exact fuel costs, believing that 
actual fuel consumption coula not be objectively evaluated 
because of uncertainty as to typical flight profiles ana the 
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effect of modifications on the aircraft. The Navy states, 
however, that an estimate of the additional fuel usage and 
costs attributable to the Sabreliner aircraft, nevertheless, 
was furnished to the SSAC; the estimated $4 million in 
additional cost to the government was deemea by the SSAC to 
be "insignificant." AS a result, according to the SSA, 
relative fuel costs were not taken into consideration in 
evaluating overall cost to the government. TR at 81-82. 

We conclude that since the solicitation provided for 
consiaering "any other costs to the government," the Navy 
was clearly requirea to take into consiaeration in evaluat- 
ing the price to the government the fact that award to 
Sabreliner would result in aaditional fuel costs to the 
government. Our conclusion, in this regard, is consistent 
with the unaerstanaing of the contracting officer, who has 
Stated her belief that it was necessary to examine the cost 
of fuel in order to aetermine the best value to the 
government. TR at 219-220. 

Furthermore, we find that the impact of consiaering the 
additional fuel costs would have been significant. The 
agency now concedes that unaer the contract as awardea, 
aepenaing on the mix of missions flown, and basea on the 
current cost of fuel without consideration of possible 
inflation over the 8-year contract, award to Sabreliner will 
result in $7.5 million to $10.8 million in adaitional fuel 
costs to the government.l/ Flight International, on the 
other hand, contenas that the fuel factor to be imputea to 
Sabreliner's price must take into account the likely actual, 
inflated cost of fuel in future contract years; according to 
Flight International, award to Sabreliner will result in at 
least $12 million in aaaitional fuel costs at current prices 
ana at least $16 million in additional costs when Department 
of the Air Force projections of future fuel price escalation 
are taken into consiaeration. 

We question the Navy's failure to make any allowance for 
inflation in its estimate of fuel costs. The contract price 
to the government is otherwise calculated on the basis of 
the actual dollars to be paia in future contract years, and 
we see no basis for not likewise calculating fuel costs. In 
any case, it is clear that under any reasonable approach to 
calculating fuel costs, the aaditional cost to the govern- 
ment resulting from the lesser fuel efficiency of the 
Sabreliner aircraft would have largely eliminated Sabre- 
liner's evaluated cost advantage over Flight International. 

L/ The Navy's estimate reflects the prices then current and 
precedes recent developments in the Middle East. 
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Flight International further contends that Sabreliner’s 
proposed aircraft fail to satisfy specification requirements 
concerning performance of mission (flight) profiles, 
maneuverability, ana approach to assuring continued 
structural integrity. For example, Flight International 
notes that the Sabreliner aircraft carry insufficient fuel 
to be able to fly all of the mission profiles incluaea in 
the solicitation; Sabreliner concedes that its aircraft can 
fly only 5 of the 12 mission profiles, while Flight 
International claims that the Sabreliner aircraft, in fact, 
can fly only 4 mission profiles. The mission flight 
profiles were describea in the Functional Description under 
paragraph 3.1.2: 

"Aircraft Performance. The aircraft shall be 
capable of achieving performance levels outlinea 
in paragraphs 3.1.2.1 through 3.1.2.6 . . . . The 
[mission] profiles in Appenaix I are examples of 
the typical operational environment in which the 
aircraft will be flown." 

The solicitation's instructions to offerors required 
offerors to furnish a "structural flight aemonstration plan 
including the performance of mission profiles in the 
Functional Description in accordance with the requirements 
statea in Attachment (5) of the RFP." 

We do not agree with Flight International that the inability 
of the Sabreliner aircraft to fly all of the mission 
profiles renders Sabreliner's proposal unacceptable. 
Initially, we note that although the Functional Description 
requirea that “the aircraft be capable of achieving" certain 
specifies performance levels, it aid not incluae language of 
a similar, mandatory nature when referring to the mission 
profiles. In any case, we consider determinative, in this 
regard, the agency’s response to an offeror’s prepr’oposal 
question as to whether "proposed aircraft [are] required to 
meet the complete range of mission profiles." The agency 
responded by amending Attachment No. 5 to the solicitation, 
cited above in paragraph 3.1.2 of the Functional Descrip 
tion. This attachment originally required that a test plan 
be prepared by the contractor for tests aemonstrating that 
the aircraft and associatea radar meet several minimum 
requirements, "including the complete range of mission 
profiles as reflectea in the Functional Description." 
(Emphasis added.) As amended, however, the unaerlined 
reference to mission profiles-was deletea, thereby inaicat- 
inq, in our view, that they were not mandatory requirements. 

11 
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On the other hand, we concluae that the agency was requirea 
to consider in its comparative evaluation of proposals the 
ability to fly the mission profiles. The solicitation 
requirement that offerors document their plan for perform- 
ance of the mission profiles, when considered with the 
solicitation technical evaluation criterion for evaluating 
"the extent to which the proposed aircraft . . . satisfies 
the . . . Functional Description," clearly inaicates that 
the extent to which the aircraft Could fly the mission 
profile would be SUb]eCt to comparative evaluation. We find 
no eviaence that the evaluation of SSAC took into 
consiaeration the fact that the Sabreliner aircraft could 
fly no 'nore than 5 of the 12 mission profiles. In partic- 
ular, we question why Sabreliner was rated as meeting or 
exceeaing all flyiny qualities ana performance requirements 
without any qualification concerning its inability to fly 
most of the mission profiles, which were aescribed by the 
solicitation as examples of the typical operational 
environment ana by agency technical personnel as the 
missions currently being flown. TR at 232. 

We therefore find that Sabreliner's evaluation under the 
technical factor lacked a reasonable basis ana, as a result 
of the failure to properly take into account Sabreliner's 
weakness in this regara, that Flight International's 
superiority under the technical factor was unaerstatea. 
Again, Sabreliner's perceived aavantage with respect to 
price-- the other most important evaluation factor--was in 
error. Since the management factor was significantly less 
important than technical and cost, we fina no basis in the 
evaluation record for concluaing that any weakness of Flight 
International's management proposal offset Flight 
International's superiority under the significantly more 
important technical factor. Thus, absent consiaeration of 
financial Capability, award to any offeror other than Flight 
International would be an abuse of discretion. . 

The Navy had a legitimate concern that Flight International 
lackea the financial resources to perform the contract. 
This concern properly was for consideration in the context 
of a responsibility aetermination, with any finaing of 
nonresponsibility referred to the SBA for consideration 
unaer its COC proceaures. The agency's action in effec- 
tively rejecting Flight International's proposal on the 
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basis of a lack of financial capacity but under the guise of 
a comparative, “best value" evaluation was impr0per.q 

The protest is sustained. 

By letter of today to the Secretary of the Navy, we are 
recommenaing that the agency determine the responsibility of 
Flight International, and, if the firm is founa nonrespon- 
sible, refer the matter to the SBA. If the SBA issues a COC 
to Flight International, the contract awaraed to Sabreliner 
shoula be terminated for the convenience of the government 
ana awara shoula be maae to Flight International. In any 
case, we find that Flight International iS entitled to be 
reimbursea its protest costs. 4 C.F.R. S 21.6(d)(l) (1990); 
see Falcon Carriers, Inc., 68 Comp. Gen. 206 (1989), 89-l 
CPD 1 96. 

Y&f* * 
Comptroller General 
of the Unit8d States 

4J In view of our conclusion, we need not aadress Flight 
International's remaining contentions that Sabreliner's 
proposea aircraft fail to meet other allegedly manaatory 
specification requirements. 
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